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BOCHNER-RIESZ MEANS ON SYMMETRIC SPACES
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Abstract. We combine results of Giulini and Mauceri and our earlier work to
obtain an almost-everywhere convergence result for the Bochner-Riesz means of the
inverse spherical transform of bi-invariant Lp functions on a noncompact rank one
Riemannian symmetric space. Following a technique of Kanjin, we show that this result
is sharp.

1. Notation. Suppose that G/K is a noncompact rank one Riemannian symmetric
space of dimension d. Here functions on G/K can be viewed as being right-^-invariant
functions on G, and ^-invariant functions on G/K are identified with bi-7£-invariant
functions on G. Denote by — Δo the Laplace-Beltrami operator on G/K, and — Δ its
self-adjoint extension to L\G/K). Its spectral resolution is

- Δ = tdE(t),
J\P\2

where the constant \p\2 depends on the geometry of G/K. For every ze C with
there are the Bochner-Riesz mean operators

| p | 2

In fact there is a C™{K\G/K) kernel sR so that

Sz

Rf=f * sR , for all fe C?{G/K).

The special case z = 0 amounts to the usual partial sums:

S°Rf=ERf, for * > | p | 2 ,

and these converge in norm for elements feL2(G/K),

llZ-Sitllί-O, as #-+oo.
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2. Some structure. We use the paper of Stanton and Tomas [8] as our main

source for analysis of bi-A>invariant functions on G. The group G has an Iwasawa

decomposition G = ANK where A is isomorphic with the real line and TV is a nilpotent

group. There is also the Cartan decomposition G = KAK. There is a smooth

parameterization t\—>at (taking R to A), and bi-A^-invariant functions on G can be

identified with even functions on A=R, via the assignment 11—> f(at).

The measure on G/K can be described in terms of the Cartan decomposition. For

feCc(K\G/K\

fipήdx = c /(βί)(sinh(0Γ1(sinh(2ί))m2dt,
G Jo

with mγ +m2+l =d=dim(G/K). The integers mί and m2 are the multiplicities of the

positive restricted roots α and 2α. The constant p is (m1+2m2)/2.

In general, if feCc(G/K),

f(x)dx = c\ f(kat)(smh{t))mι{ήnh(2t))m2dkdt.
G Jo J K

The density D(t) of this invariant measure has the property

ctd~γ for small
D{tYr

For these formulae see Section 1 of [8].

3. Spherical functions. The b\-K-mvariant eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami

operator are given by spherical functions. For each λ e C there is a spherical function φλ.

-A0φλ = (λ2+p2)φλ.

There is the spherical transform

fW = f f(x)φλ(χ-1)dx for fe CC(K\G/K),
JG

and the Plancherel formula

\\f\\22=\\f(λ)\2\c(λ)\-2dλ for feL2(K\G/K).
Jo

The density |c(λ)\~2 in this formula is given on [8, p. 266]. The condition that t is an

eigenvalue of — Δ and t<R translates into λ2 + p2<R.

4. Maximal functions.

DEFINITION 4.1. For complex z with 9ί(z)>0 and a test function / define the
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maximal function

Slf(x)=sup\SU(x)\.
R>0

The goal is to use the ZΛmapping properties of these operators to provide results
about the a.e. convergence of Sz

Rf(x) as R-> oo, for / in some subspace of LP(G/K).
However, Theorem 4.4 in [8] states that for 1 <p<2 there is a strip containing the real
line (and depending on p) in the complex plane such that the spherical transform

λ\-»f(λ) is analytic for all feLp(K\G/K).

Hence, none of the operators SR can be bounded from LP to LP. Moreover, in [5] it
is shown that if 1 <p < 2 then there exist elements of LP(G/K) with

{SR/(X) : ^>0} divergent almost everywhere .

Although the partial sums SRf of a nonzero element feLp(G/K) will no longer be in
Lp(GjK\ they will be in L\GjK). The Kunze-Stein phenomenon (see [1]) states that
for 1 <p < 2 there is an inclusion

Lp(G/K)*L2(G/K)ς^L2{G/K).

5. Theorem of Giulini and Mauceri. In [2] the main theorem gives conditions
onp and z so that there is some boundedness of the maximal operator S* taking LP(G/K)
into a sum of Lebesgue spaces.

THEOREM 5.1. Let $l(z)>(d~-1)/2. There exists qo>2 such that if

then the maximal function S^ maps Lp(GjK) continuously into (Lp + Lr)(G/K) for every

QoP' ^ ^<r<oo .
(p'-qo)

Furthermore, S^. maps L1(G/AΓ) continuously into weak-iL1+U)(G/K) for every
re[g 0, oo]. The norm of S^ grows at most polynomίally in 3(z) provided 9ϊ(z) is in a
bounded subset of((d—l)/2, oo). The constant q0 depends on G/K.

THEOREM 5.2. Let \<p<2. If SR(z) >(2/p- \){d-1)/2 then for every

r> « 2

2-p+pqo-qo

\\SzJ\\p + r<κ(z)\\f\\p for feLp(G/K),

where κ(z) is independent off and of admissible growth.

In particular, ifl<p<2 and ^H(z)>(2/p- l)(d-1 )/2 then
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lim Sz

Rf{x) = f(x) a. e. for fe LP(G/K).
R->oo

This has recently been extended to arbitrary Jacobi function expansions on (0, oo)

by Liu Jianming and Zheng Weixing.

We combine the work of Giulini and Mauceri with our result from [7] about the

boundedness of S° mapping certain LP(K\G/K) into a sum of Lebesgue spaces.

6. Theorems of Meaney and Prestini.

THEOREM 6.1. If 2d/(d +1) <p < 2 then

Si: LP{K\G/K) - (Lp + L2)(K\G/K)

is a bounded operator and so

lim S%f(x) = f(x) a.e. for every feLp{K\G/K).
R->oo

THEOREM 6.2. For p = 2d/{d + 1) there is an element of fe LP(K\G/K) with compact

support such that the inverse partial sums

{S°Rf(x):R>0}

diverge on a set of positive measure.

7. Complex Interpolation. Since the results cited above deal with sums of

Lebesgue spaces, we sketch how complex interpolation can be used in this setting.

Suppose that A and B are reflexive Banach spaces continuously embedded in a

locally convex topological vector space Jί, with the additional property that their dual

spaces A' and B' are also continuously embedded in Jί. Their intersection is a Banach

space with norm

||/Ln* = max(ll/U Il/U,

while their sum A + B has the norm defined by

\\f\\A + B = mϊ{\\a\\A+\\b\\B: f=a + b,aeA,beB} .

LEMMA 7.1. Suppose A and B are as above, with AnB dense in Jί'. Then the

dual of A'nB' is isometrically isomorphίc with A + B. Hence, for each feA+B, its

norm is

\\f\\A+B = sup{Kfx>\:xeA'nB\\\x\\A,<\,and\\x\\B,<\}.

Now assume that 1 <px <p2<2<q2<q1< oo, and Jl = Lloc(K\G/K). Then all of

the Lebesgue spaces Lr(K\G/K) (with 1 <r<oo) are continuously embedded in Jί and

the subspace S(K\G/K) of integrable simple functions is dense in all of these spaces.

For the moment we will write U in place of Lr(K\G/K) and
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| | /1 | p + q in place of | | / | | L P + L β .

We are interested in the complex interpolation spaces between LPϊ+Lqι and LP2 + Lqi.
As on page 181 of the book of Stein and Weiss [9], let

φ) , α(0) = (l)() ()
Pi Pi Pi Pi

— + —, j8(0) = — , β(l) = —9

? ^ ? #

~ + 4 > 7(0)=Λ
Pi P2 Pi

^ - + -^-> 5(0) = - ί ,

Let 5 denote the closed vertical strip {zeC: 0<$R(z)<l}. In the Calderόn theory
of complex interpolation (cf. [9, pp. 210-211]) the space <F is defined to consist of all
functions

with the properties:
1. / i s analytic in the interior of 5;
2. / i s continuous and bounded on 5;
3. th^f(it)eLPl-\-Lqi is bounded and continuous as a function from R to

Lpi+Lqi;
4. n—•/(l + ίf)eZ/2 + Lg2 is bounded and continuous as a function from R to

The norm on this space is

= max sup ||/(/0llPl+βι, sup \\fi\ + it)\\P2+qi
\ teR teR

For each ίe(0, 1) there is a subspace Λ] = {fe^ : f(t) = O} and the intermediate
space

This is identified with the subspace

At = {f

and equipped with the norm

: fe άF,a=

We wish to show that this space is L1/α(t) + L1/ ί (". Because of the lemma above, we must
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show that every element of At corresponds to a bounded linear functional on

I 1 / y ( ί ) n L 1 / ί ( f ) . Now fix 0 < ί < l and let l//? = α(f) and \/q = β{t). Then exponents and

their complementary exponents are arranged so that

I<p1<p<p2<2<q2<q<q1<cc ,

I <q[<q'<q2<2<p'2<p'<p[<co .

Fix aeAt and for ε > 0 let fe3F have

f(t) = a and | | / | | ^ < ||«ILt + ε.

Take a step function φeS{K\G/K\ with

||ιAllp'<l and | | ^ | | ^ < 1 ,

so that it is in the unit ball of Lp n Lq. Next, let E= {x e G : | φ(x) | < 1} and define an

analytic family of functions

(1) Ψz = -^((l

When y is real, the real part of γ(iy) is l//?i and the real part of δ(iy) is l/q[. Hence,

for all y e R,

since | φ \ < 1 on E and p[q'/q[ >p[ >pr. Similarly,

since | ^ | > 1 off E and qΊp'/pΊ <q[<qr.

When j is real, the real part of y(l + iy) is l/p2 and the real part of (5(1 + iy) is

Hence, for all y e R,

since | φ | < 1 on £• and p2q'/q2 >q'. Similarly,

\Φi+iy\
q'2=((i-χE)\Φ\q'2PΊp'2+χE\Φ\q)<\Φ\p'

since | φ \ > 1 off £" and q2p'/p2 <p'.

Integrating these over G we have

(2) ll«MP1<i, ll M ^ i . IIΆi+,-,11^^21^, | |^1 + i,| |

Now consider the analytic function

F(z)=ί f(z)ψzdμ, for zeS.
JG

This satisfies the inequalities:
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\F(iy)\<\\f(iy)\\pι+qi<\\f\\^<\\a\\At + ε,

and

The three lines theorem then shows that

F(t)\ = aψdμ for all ε>0
JG

This proves that ae(Lp> nZ/)' = LP + Lq and

LEMMA 7.2. For I<p1<p2<2<q2<qι<oo, 0 < ί < l , l/p = ((l—t)/pί) + (t/p2),
and l/q = ((l-t)/q1) + (t/q2\ the Banach space Lp(K\G/K) + Lq(K\G/K) is the complex
interpolation intermediate space

Now consider a family of linear operators Tz for z e S, which take integrable simple
bi-ΛT-invariant functions to elements of Lloc{K\G/K). In addition, suppose that/? l5 p2,
qu and q2 are as in the lemma and that for some 1 <rx <r2 < oo,

(3) WTtyfW^^M^Wfl^ for all yeR, feS(K\G/K)9

and

(4) \\Tι + iyf\\P2 + q2<M2(y)\\f\\r2, for all yeR, feS{K\G/K),

where the functions Mλ and M2 satisfy the growth condition in [9, p. 205, Theorem
4.1]. Finally, assume that

^ f (TJ)ψdμ
JG

is analytic in the interior of the strip S and continuous on S, for all / and ψ in
S(K\G/K). Using the same argument as in Section V.4 of [9], take an feS(K\G/K)
and define

^ ( Z ) , where h(z) = ̂ ^ + —, for zeS.
I/I

Take φeS(K\G/K) with | |^ | | P <1 and | | ^ | | q < l and form the analytic family
as in equation (1). The function

F(z)= ί (TJ)φzdμ
JG
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is analytic on the strip S and satisfies:

\F{iy)\<Mx{y)\\f\\rι and | F ( 1 + I >

because of the inequalities (2), (3), and (4). An application of [9, p. 206, Lemma 4.2]
and the density of the subspace S(K\G/K) shows that

Tt: U(K\G/K) -+ LP(K\G/K) + Lq{K\G/K) is bounded ,

where 0 < ί < l and l/r = ((l-ί)/r1) + (ί/r2), l/p = ((l-ί)/Pi) + (Φ2), and l/? = ((l-t)/?i)

LEMMA 7.3. Suppose that {Tz: zeS} is an admissible family of linear operators
satisfying

, for all yeR, feS(K\G/K),

and

\\Tι + iyf\\P2+q2<M2(y)\\f\\r2, for all yeR, feS(K\G/K),

where I<p1<p2<2<q2<qi<oo, and I < r 1 < r 2 < o o . In addition, assume that the
functions Mγ and M2 are independent off and satisfy

sup^"&l);|log(M1(j;))<oo and supe~blyl\og(M2(y))< oo ,
yeR yeR

for some constant b<π. Then, ifθ<t<\, there is a constant Mt such that

\\Ttf\\p+q<Mt\\f\\r, for all feS(K\G/K),

provided l/r = ((l-ί)/r1) + (ί/r2), l/p = ((l-t)/Pl) + (t/p2), and l/q = ((l-t)/qί

A standard linearization argument shows that this result can also be applied to
maximal functions. Our result [7] deals with S® acting on some LP spaces but we need
control on SJf in order to use complex interpolation. Use integration by parts:

and

R

o
F(s)( 1 - - ) ds

R
F{t)dt

0

1-—) ds.
R

It then follows that if we have some control on S® then we also get control on S^ on
a vertical line 9ΐ(z) =

LEMMA 7.4. // ε > 0 and Ή(z) = ε then for all fe S(K\G/K),

SzJ(x)<\z\CεS°J(x), for all xeG .
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8. Main results.

THEOREM 8.1. Let 0 < α < ( d - 1 )/2 and

<p<2.

Then for every feLp(K\G/K)

PROOF. When 2d/(d + 2α + 1) <p and 0 < α < (d-1)/2, there are δ > 0 and ε > 0 so
that

2d + δrf1 ,
(5) ε<α< ε and p = d + 2oc-2ε+\

Let ί= 1 — (2α — 2ε)/(d— 1), so that 0 < ί < 1. Taking reciprocals in the equation (5) and
using p and ί, it becomes

1 Id t dt (ί-t)2d ( 1 + d

2d + δ + 2d + δ 2d + δ

Write /?1=(2d + δ)/(2d)>l and /?2 = (2d + δ)/(l +rf)>2d/(l +d). To take advantage of
the complex interpolation theorem, define an analytic family of operators

Γ£ = S£ + ( 1 - 5 ) ( d - 1 ) / 2 , for i?>0, seS.

When 9ΐ(s) = 0 this is the family of Bochner-Riesz mean operators with index
ε + (d—1)/2 +iy9 while for 9ΐ(s)=l the operators Sε

R

+iy are estimated in terms of the
partial sum operators by Lemma 7.4 are the partial sum operators Sε

R

+iy. Let ΓJ denote
the corresponding maximal operator.

Giulini and Mauceri's result states that for 9l(s) = 0 the maximal operator Γ* maps
LPι(K\G/K) into LPί(K\G/K) + Lqι{K\G/K) for some qί>2. Our result shows that
if M(.s) = 0 then Γ* maps LP\K\G/K) into LP2(K\G/K) + L2(K\G/K). Now take s = t
and

1 _ 1 —t ί

^ «i 2

Notice that ε + (l—t)(d— l)/2 = α. A standard linearization argument and the interpola-
tion theorem proved above shows that the maximal function T^ = Sε^+{1 ~t)l(d~i)/2 = S%
is bounded from LP(K\G/K) into Lp(K\G/K) + Lq(K\G/K). We have shown that if
0<(x<(d—1)/2 and 2d/(d + 2α+ l)</><2 then the maximal function S% is bounded
from LP(K\G/K) into Lp(K\G/K) + Lq(K\G/Kl for some <?>2 depending on ? and
α. The almost everywhere convergence statement then follows from this boundedness
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of the maximal function. •

This was proved by Kanjin [4] in the case of Bochner-Riesz means of radial
functions on Euclidean space. We will follow Kanjin's technique to show that this range
of indices is sharp.

9. Sharpness. As in Kanjin's paper [4], this involves several steps. First use a
result of Hardy and Riesz to show that convergence of S%f implies some growth
condition on S%f. Then use a Cantor-Lebesgue argument to show that the growth
condition on 5^/implies the boundedness of some functionals acting on LP(K\G/K).
Finally, find lower bounds on the norms of these functionals and use a uniform
boundedness argument to disprove the growth conditions on S^f.

Hardy and Riesz (see [3, p. 38]) showed that if α>0 and S^f(x) converges then

f(λ)φλ(x)Ic(λ)\~2dλ = O{Raί) as R-+ oo .

As in Section 5 of [7] let L*(α, b) denote the weighted Lebesgue space

L s

γ ( a , b ) = \g: \\g\\y,s

where γ> —1/2, 1 <s<cc, and 0<a<b<oo.
The Hausdorff-Young theorem states that the spherical transform maps

LP(K\G/K) into Z/([0, oo), | c(λ) \~2dλ) for each 1 <p<2. The density of the Plancherel
measure satisfies

1) as λ^oo.

We then have that fεLp(K\G/K) implies that the restriction

(6) /|[lfGO)GL£'(l,oo) with y = d ^ .

For small t and large λ the spherical functions behave like Bessel functions. Theorem
2.1 in [8] shows that for λ>\/ε,

where
E2(λ,t) = O(t2-id-1)/2λ-id + 3)/2) for tλ>\.

For R > 0 and h > 0 we then have
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Wt)

+

For large values of x > 0 the Bessel functions satisfy Jμ{x) = O(l/yJ x ). This means that

(8) < c (d'1)/2

ί/p' / fR + h

ί

For 1 <p < 2 the exponents in the last integral satisfy

l/p

2 " 2

We are assuming that 0 < h < 1 and the second mean-value theorem shows that
"R + h \l/p

The integral (7) will be o(l) as R-+ oo providedp>(2d-2)/(d+ 1).
Similarly,

λ-{d+3)pl2λd-ιdλ

< c ί
2-(d-l)/2 ,

and this will be o(l) as R^> oo provided p>(2d — 2)/(d+ 3). Combining these estimates,
we find that if Ms in a compact subset of (0, oo) then
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uniformly in / and 0<h< 1.

We wish to examine the behavior of Bochner-Riesz means below the critical index

Id d (d+l)
\<p< , where 0 < α < — — .

d + 2 + l 2

From Hardy and Riesz, if S^f(at) converges uniformly on a set E of positive measure

in (0, oo) then

R

f(λ)φλ(t)\c(λ)Γ2dλ = O(R«)
o

uniformly in teE. When

(d-1) (d+1) d (d+1)

p 2 p 2

our calculations above show that

uniformly in teE and O<A<1. Arguing as on pages 13 and 14 of [4] gives the

following lemma.

LEMMA 9.1. Suppose 2{d-l)/(d + 2α+l)<p<2d/(d + 2α+ 1) and 0<α<(ί/-l)/2,

if a function feLp(K\G/K) has S^f(at) converging uniformly on a set E of positive

measure in (0, oo) then there is a positive constant C, which depends on f such that

lim sup
R + h

<C
)R

uniformly in 0 < /z < 1.

Next, we want to use a uniform boundedness argument to see that there are elements

of LP(K\G/K) for which this cannot happen. Let Ep be the subspace

Ep = {feLp(K\G/K): t\-+f(at) is supported in [0, 1]} .

For each R > 0 consider the functional on Ep given by

R + ί ri

/(α,)|cμ)iΛl^)Γ1A-(d-1)/2μ->Λ(0iW^.
R Jo

To understand the norm of this functional, we need the LP ([0, 1], D(f)dt) norm of the

function
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- 1 ; -(d-l)/2\; -α)λ-'φλ{t)dλ .

From Theorem 2.1 in Stanton and Tomas [8], we know that for 0 < / < l and tλ>\

the spherical function satisfies

with \Eί(λ,t)\<cίt
2(tλyid+1)/2. For 2(d-

exponent is

l)</?<2d/(<i+2α+1), its dual

For large 7? we estimate the norm of the error term as

(9)
l/R

<C\

D(t)dt

l/R

ί/R

χ-(d+ί)/2+(d-l)/2- a tp'(2-(d+

R+l

«dλ

The exponent of t will be greater than — 1 when α < 1, is — 1 when α = 1, and is less

than — 1 when α > 1. Hence, the integral in (9) is less than or equal to

r cR-p'iί+a) when α < l

< cR~2p logR when α = l

In the last term,

d

In all cases, the integral (9) tends to zero as 7?-> oo.

For the main part we follow the proof of Lemma 1 in Kanjin's paper [4], that is,

the sequence

fc+l

g „ D{t)dt for all integers k > 1 ,

is unbounded. The factor | c(λ) \ γλ {d 1 ) / 2 in the integrals above is handled by noting

that there is a polynomial P(λ) of degree d—\ such that
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{ 1 when mα is even and m2θί = 0 ,

coth(π/l/2) when mx = 2 mod 4 and m2 α is odd ,

tanh(πΛ,/2) in all other cases .
This is stated in [7, Lemma 3] and follows from [8, p. 266].

COROLLARY 9.2. For 2(d-l)/(d+l)<p<2d/(d+\) and 0<oc<(d/p)-((d+l)/2)
there is an element feLp(K\G/K) with {Sy(x): R>0} divergent on a set of positive
measure.
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